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Abstract : In the earlier days of their development the two new-fledged sub
minthology and protozoology were taught together under the heading of "p
in many institutions, and it is, doubtless, as a relic of those days that this boo
veterinary helminthology includes a 30-page summary of veterinary protozo

much information as possible is crammed into that space but, although it ma
useful indeed for last minute revision before an examination, it can hardly sa
who are looking for full information on any protozoan disease. Some idea of
the book may be derived from the following statement of the various sub-di
the number of pages allotted to each: part 1, "Introduction to Parasitology", 9
2, "T he Protozoa", 80 pages; part 3, "T he Helminths", 169 pages; part 4, "Im
Serology", 20 pages; part 5, "T herapeutics of Helminthic Infections", 8 pages
"T echnique", 28 pages and part 7, "Host Lists and Bibliography", 16 pages.
Particularly pleasing features are the notes on the history of parasitology wh
the introduction, and the assigning of special sections to serology and immu
outlines of the technique, intended to aid those who have no ready access t
T he main part of the book deals with the com- moner and more important h
the cat, dog, fowl, horse, pig, ox and sheep; each of the three sections Nem
T rematoda and Cestoda commencing with an account of the classification of
which they contain and being followed by descriptions of genera and specie
by diagrams which for the most part are helpful and good. T here are no less
diagrammatic representations of the life histories of parasitic worms, which w
pleasing feature to students but, although the. compromise between an illus
parasite and a representation of the life history is Very good, some readers
straightforward illustrations as being of greater assistance in the identificatio
parasites. Notes on the pathogenesis of the parasites and the pathology, dia
prevention of the diseases which they may cause are brief, and the account
treat-nients is almost entirely confined to a short table in the section on ther
T he text reads well and the several diverting notes of miscellaneous informa
to the author's wide interest in parasitology. T here are, however, numerous
of care in compilation and proof-reading, between the first page of the intro
where the title of Baylis' book is wrongly given, and the last two pages of the
276, where "Gongylomena" appears in the ox and the location of Cooperia in
said to be the fourth stomach, where in actual fact it is rarely found. T he follo
some of the small errors and omissions which have been noticed: - figures 1
118, 119 and 127 either are not explained or indicate various parts by letters
mentioned in the text; figure 84 clearly represents Strongylus vulgaris and n
edentatus as stated, the diagrams J and L should be interchanged in figure 1
page 105 "several species" of T richostrongylus are said to occur in the hors
although T . axei appears to be the only one which has been recorded.
From a veterinary student's point of view, however, the book represents a g
on the only text-books which have been available until recently, and a usefu
up-to-date information can be obtained at a very moderate price.-E. L. T AYLO
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